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GPU ShaderAnalyzer is a software application designed
specifically for testing shaders for AMD Radeon™
graphics cards. It is able to analyze and measure the
performance of pixel, vertex, geometry, hull, domain and
shaders, as well as check out the disassembly of the
generated hardware shader. The tool can also be run in
command-line mode, and it supports Direct3D (D3D9.0
– D3D11) and OpenGL (GLSL 1.50, arb_fp and arb_vp)
shaders. User interface The GUI is divided into three
workspaces: on the left part of the window you can work
with the source code, the middle panel is reserved for
compilations, while the last one is used for verifying the
object code. The program also offers compiler statistics
using the Catalyst driver at the bottom of the main
window, namely information about name, GPR, scratch
reg, minimum, maximum and average values, bottleneck,
and other details as well. How it works The best part
about this application is that you don’t need to run it on
the actual hardware to get the desired results. You may
enter you shader in the Source Code window by
importing it from a file, dragging and dropping it onto
the panel or typing it directly in the dedicated box. Data
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can be imported from the following file formats: GLSL,
PSH, VSH, GSH, FRAG, VERT, VP, FP or HLSL. The
source and object can be exported to one of the
aforementioned formats, and you may also print the
source, object and stats. GPU ShaderAnalyzer tries to
automatically identify the shader type, and if the process
is carried out successfully you can view the disassembly
of it in the Object Code window. Additionally, there’s
support for several tweaking parameters that help you
select the ATI Radeon™ graphics card from a dropdown list, pick the source type, and insert macros.
General configuration settings GPU ShaderAnalyzer
gives you the possibility to enable the automatic
detection for the shader type, alter the editor in terms of
colors for background, default text, comments, numbers
and other options, pick the columns that are displayed in
the statistics area, and make file associations. Summary
of GPU ShaderAnalyzer CPU GPU ShaderAnalyzer is a
useful program for showing you how fast your GPU is in
comparison to your CPU. The main benefit of this tool
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graphics cards and a variety of other graphics cards. The
tests cover the internal details of pixel, vertex, geometry,
hull and domain shaders. Most importantly, it checks
whether the GPU shaders work properly on the driver
level. It should be noted that currently only the latest
generation of ATI Radeon™ graphics cards is supported.
It works in two modes: command-line and GUI. In the
command-line mode, the tool runs on command line with
parameters. In the GUI mode, the tool works in two
modes: inspector and disassembler. Where can I find the
latest drivers? You can find the latest ATI driver binaries
at: ftp://ftp.ati.com/drivers/catalyst/fglrx-6.040.11-fxc12
-win.exe How can I download it? You may download the
installer here. GPU ShaderAnalyzer Latest Version:
Version: 1.3, Release Date: 2017-04-25 All files are
uploaded by users like you, we can’t guarantee that GPU
ShaderAnalyzer – 1.3 are up to date, but we are posting
this link because we thought you might also want to
check the file for your self. File Name: GPU
ShaderAnalyzer 1.3 SHA256: A005630D75E6E57C8E4
808CE67098D35CE4D1C5D45F959CC6ADA1E6CEF
28AE5B THis is the very first version of GPU
ShaderAnalyzer. For those of you who want to download
GPU ShaderAnalyzer Beta you can use the quick links to
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download. Please keep in mind that this is a beta version
so it might have a few bugs yet. Changes: 1. New settings
button 2. New settings window 3. New game settings
window 4. Driver settings - new settings windows - new
graphics driver settings window - new resolution settings
window 5. New shader settings window 6. New shader
edit control (shader source/object) 7. New shader object
- shader source import - shader object export 8. New
shader import/export 9. New shader cell for editing
shader 10. New shader cell for export/import 11. shaders
saved in the graphics driver settings window 12. shaders
09e8f5149f
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Introduction GPU ShaderAnalyzer is a software
application designed specifically for testing shaders for
AMD Radeon™ graphics cards. It is able to analyze and
measure the performance of pixel, vertex, geometry,
hull, domain and shaders, as well as check out the
disassembly of the generated hardware shader. The tool
can also be run in command-line mode, and it supports
Direct3D (D3D9.0 – D3D11) and OpenGL (GLSL 1.50,
arb_fp and arb_vp) shaders. User interface The GUI is
divided into three workspaces: on the left part of the
window you can work with the source code, the middle
panel is reserved for compilations, while the last one is
used for verifying the object code. The program also
offers compiler statistics using the Catalyst driver at the
bottom of the main window, namely information about
name, GPR, scratch reg, minimum, maximum and
average values, bottleneck, and other details as well.
How it works The best part about this application is that
you don’t need to run it on the actual hardware to get the
desired results. You may enter you shader in the Source
Code window by importing it from a file, dragging and
dropping it onto the panel or typing it directly in the
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dedicated box. Data can be imported from the following
file formats: GLSL, PSH, VSH, GSH, FRAG, VERT,
VP, FP or HLSL. The source and object can be exported
to one of the aforementioned formats, and you may also
print the source, object and stats. GPU ShaderAnalyzer
tries to automatically identify the shader type, and if the
process is carried out successfully you can view the
disassembly of it in the Object Code window.
Additionally, there’s support for several tweaking
parameters that help you select the ATI Radeon™
graphics card from a drop-down list, pick the source
type, and insert macros. General configuration settings
GPU ShaderAnalyzer gives you the possibility to enable
the automatic detection for the shader type, alter the
editor in terms of colors for background, default text,
comments, numbers and other options, pick the columns
that are displayed in the statistics area, and make file
associations. An overall powerful and reliable program
All in all, GPU ShaderAnalyzer comes with the right set
of features for helping you assess the performance of
your shaders, and is suitable
What's New In?
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GPU ShaderAnalyzer is a software application designed
specifically for testing shaders for AMD Radeon™
graphics cards. It is able to analyze and measure the
performance of pixel, vertex, geometry, hull, domain and
shaders, as well as check out the disassembly of the
generated hardware shader. The tool can also be run in
command-line mode, and it supports Direct3D (D3D9.0
– D3D11) and OpenGL (GLSL 1.50, arb_fp and arb_vp)
shaders. User interface The GUI is divided into three
workspaces: on the left part of the window you can work
with the source code, the middle panel is reserved for
compilations, while the last one is used for verifying the
object code. The program also offers compiler statistics
using the Catalyst driver at the bottom of the main
window, namely information about name, GPR, scratch
reg, minimum, maximum and average values, bottleneck,
and other details as well. How it works The best part
about this application is that you don’t need to run it on
the actual hardware to get the desired results. You may
enter you shader in the Source Code window by
importing it from a file, dragging and dropping it onto
the panel or typing it directly in the dedicated box. Data
can be imported from the following file formats: GLSL,
PSH, VSH, GSH, FRAG, VERT, VP, FP or HLSL. The
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source and object can be exported to one of the
aforementioned formats, and you may also print the
source, object and stats. GPU ShaderAnalyzer tries to
automatically identify the shader type, and if the process
is carried out successfully you can view the disassembly
of it in the Object Code window. Additionally, there’s
support for several tweaking parameters that help you
select the ATI Radeon™ graphics card from a dropdown list, pick the source type, and insert macros.
General configuration settings GPU ShaderAnalyzer
gives you the possibility to enable the automatic
detection for the shader type, alter the editor in terms of
colors for background, default text, comments, numbers
and other options, pick the columns that are displayed in
the statistics area, and make file associations. Partition
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System Requirements For GPU ShaderAnalyzer:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
E6600, AMD Athlon X2 Dual Core 4400+, Intel Core 2
Quad Q6600, AMD Sempron 1400+, Intel Atom N450,
AMD Sempron LE Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel
HD 4000, NVIDIA Geforce GTX 650 or ATI Radeon
HD 7700 Hard Disk: 20 GB space required Input:
Keyboard, Mouse Recommended: Processor: Intel Core
i5,
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